Street Rod Channel Kit
For Removal Of Vent Window
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Steel Bracket & Channel With Attached Threaded Posts

The street rod channel kit has been designed for cars and trucks that have had the vent window removed. The kit includes for two doors:
- 2 steel channels & brackets
- 2 black or stainless 96" flexible channels
- 2 inside fuzzy strips black or stainless bead
- 2 outside rubber strips black or stainless bead

SRCK.............$150.00 /Kit
Specify black or stainless bead.
SRCKBO...........$25.00/Pair
Brackets only

Oversized Shipping Required

GM CHANNEL KITS

1928-1964 Contains Channels, Division Bar and Belt Strip Material for 2 and 4 door sedans, Hard Tops and Convertibles.

Call or email for price quotes.